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Welcome to 
“Digital for Dummies”

(Extremely bright people who 
just don’t know a thing about 

Digital Marketing)
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● 75% of households over the age of 65 are using the internet

● An overwhelming majority of people - 81% - start their purchase 

journey with online research and engagement (Adweek)

● Most people will research online before making any purchase 

decisions

Facts to consider:
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What Is “Traditional” Marketing?
Traditional Marketing  Channel Examples 

● Broadcast television ads
● Mail
● Print (magazine and newspapers)
● OOH (out of home, i.e. billboards)

Benefits:

- Target locally (in the case of radio, OOH, and mail)

- Distribute hard copies of the material (mail)

- Reach a broad public
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What is Digital Marketing?

Digital Marketing is a 

means of reaching 

customers through a 

range of digital channels 

and tactics.
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Traditional vs. Digital Marketing:
Benefits of Traditional Marketing:

• Reach a broad audience, can target locally, distribute hard copies

Disadvantage: 

• Not targeted to specific consumers

• Expensive

• NOT trackable - Who saw it? What actions did they take? No way of knowing.  Doesn’t require engagement.

• Hard to track effectiveness

Benefits of Digital Marketing:

• Targeted

• Gives you data

• Ability to personalize

• Cost effective

• Promotes interaction

• Real time

• Viral potentiality

• You know right away if it’s working (within 24 hrs)
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Why is Digital Marketing important to JKV?

● Stay competitive among our industry peers

● Important to establish our digital presence.  As our incoming 
prospects are increasingly “digital savvy”, we have to meet 
them where they are at

● Website is a major source for leads
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Main Digital Channel Categories
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Social Media Websites Email

Search Display



JKV’s Digital Strategy

In addition to Traditional avenues (TV, Billboards, Print ads):

● Website - SEO optimized site, blog posts, evergreen content

● Digital ads - targeted to our demographic across the web

● Search - Organic (using keywords) and Paid Search (buying placement near the top of 
a Search Engine page)

● Retargeting - serving ads to people who visited our site or clicked on an ad

● Social Media - Organic content and Paid Social ads

● Email blasts - through Sun Sentinel, and our own eblasts (to website visitors)

● Content Marketing - (blog posts, Sun Sentinel Facebook Handshake) - valued topics 
based on search around that topic 
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The Marketing Funnel
Marketing Funnel: A concept used to define the different stages a customer goes through on their journey 
to purchasing—from the first time they hear first about a company's product or service to becoming a loyal 
customer. While there are different iterations of the marketing funnel, the most common ones include these 
stages in the following order: 

● Awareness: Marketers need to connect what they’re promoting to customers’ needs or problems that 
need addressing—even if customers aren’t aware of these needs.

● Engagement: Customers are aware that a business and its product or service exists. Marketers create 
content that allows customers to explore the product and figure out how it will add value to their lives.

● Evaluation: People assess if a product is a good fit for their budget, lifestyle, and needs. Marketers 
need to provide customers with information to help them evaluate.

● Conversion: Customers decide they want the product or service. It’s up to marketers to ensure that 
the transition to a paying customer is smooth and to facilitate a positive relationship with the 
business.

● Advocacy: At this stage, customers are continuing to buy from a business and creating awareness 
among their peers. In turn, people who haven’t interacted with the business before develop awareness 
of what they offer and the marketing funnel cycle continues.
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Funnel and Customer Journey Hybrid

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

PURCHASE

RETENTION

ADVOCACY

Instagram 

FB - Organic/Paid/Handshake

YouTube

BillboardsPrint/Digital 
Display

Direct Mail

Website
Email drip - CRM 

Automation

Channels: 

Facebook 
“Sharing”

Email invites to 
events - incentives 

to tour

Event invites

Sign-on incentives

SEO & Paid 
Search

Eblasts
TV White Paper

Retarget Display

Refer a friend 
bonus

Testimonials (use in 
Email Marketing)

Google 
Reviews

Paid Social
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Funnel & Customer Journey Hybrid



A Digital Glossary
Impressions: The amount of times a digital ad gets shown, or delivered to an online user

Clicks: A measurement of how many times users have engaged with an ad by clicking through for more info, or to take an action

CTA (Call to Action): An action a consumer takes that indicates interest (i.e. “Book a Tour Today”)

CTR (Click-Through-Rate): A calculation that shows how engaged a customer is by calculating how often an ad was shown, and how many times 
it resulted in a user engaging by “clicking”

PPC (Pay-Per-Click): The type of advertising where one pays each time one’s ad gets clicked 

CPC (Cost-Per-Click): The cost we pay each time a user clicks on our ads.   The actual cost is determined by bidding and  winning an auction 
against other businesses also vying to be found when a user searches a particular keyword or phrase.

Traffic: Measures the volume of people who visit your website, or a page on your website

Remarketing or Retargeting: Delivering ads to people who have visited your website or clicked on a digital ad

Keyword: Specific words or phrases people use when doing a search

ROI (Return on Investment): How much profit is made measured against the cost of advertising

Average Session Duration: How long a user stays on our website

Form Submissions: Measurement to show how many people completed an electronic form on our site

Call Conversions: Calls that are 60 seconds or longer, made from our website or from dialing from a Paid Search ad
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How are we doing with our current digital tactics?

● Paid Search - (Google and Bing)

● Paid Social - Facebook promoted posts

● Remarketing Ads - Display banner ads delivered to people who have already 
engaged with our website or ads

*Budgets are currently split 75% for JKV Main Site and 25% for Westlake Expansion

Performance Check-In
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Campaign Goals & Measurement
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Combined Campaign Performances
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How our websites are performing…

Web Metrics
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What is Paid Search?

● Bidding on certain keywords we’re willing to pay for, each time 
a user clicks on an ad

● Paid Search ads appear at or near the top of a the search page, 
alongside non-paid results (organic results)

● Google will rank a user’s search results based on how closely 
you match someone’s search terms
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Why do we need to use Social Media as a marketing strategy?

● Audience reach
● Cost effective
● Promotes engagement with JKV
● Establishes our brand voice
● Invites people inside the hedges - slice of life at JKV
● Very specific opportunity to advertise around people’s interests

Moving forward, with the addition of Sprout Social to be used for our Social Media 
management, we’ll be able to measure the level of engagement our posts get, and what 
our competitors are doing.
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What is Display Remarketing?

● Using Google’s analytics to tell us when someone has interacted with our 
website or one of our ads

● Then delivering ads to people who have engaged with our website, or 
clicked on one of our digital ads

● Also uses Google’s analytics to inform us who has engaged, what action 
they took, and which ads got better response

● JKV’s CTR for Westlake ads are above the industry benchmark
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Overall reporting from Levlane for Paid Search, Paid Facebook, & 
Display Remarketing:
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How can we make our johnknoxvillage.com and 
jkvgrows.com websites appealing to Google?

And why is it important?

Traffic to our website, and keeping people on the website, 
helps boost our SEO, or “findability” when people search 
the web.
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What’s SEO (Search Engine Optimization)?
An overview

Search Engine Optimization, or SEO, is a collection of activities you can do to make 
your website pleasing to a Google web crawler.

● In a search, Google wants to serve results with the closest match

● They send out “spiders”, or “web crawlers” to continually scour the internet

● Spiders crawl across website to record info to “take back to the nest”, so 
Google can store it in their filing cabinet

● Websites must make sense to a web crawler so they can “report back” on what 
a business does

● “Optimizing” your website means making sure it’s organized, simple to 
understand, and delivers a great user experience to a customer
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Search Engine Optimization tactics:

● Keywords – using relevant words or phrases on your website that 
people are using in an online query

● Page speed - how long it takes for a page to load for a user

● Tabs and pages that clearly state what they’re about

● Internal links - pages on your site that are linked to each other, and 
that all work

● “Alt-text” - Photos and videos contain code explaining what they are 
to a crawler (also another opportunity to use keywords!)
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Levlane got us started…handing off to us

● New website build + continual content updates to current site
● Making sure our website is SEO optimized (making us “findable” in a 

consumer’s Google search)
● Website technical maintenance and support
● Paid Social (placing paid Facebook ads)
● Paid Search (purchasing our spot near the top of a search page)

Transitioning to take over all Levlane’s services with the exception of 
website technical maintenance and support
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Open Discussion
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Thank
You
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